91 nissan pathfinder

Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Nissan Pathfinder. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Pathfinder lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
The two-door version of Nissan's sport-utility wagon is dropped in favor of the much better
selling four-door. Reaching a new level of refinement, Nissan makes leather seating surfaces
available on the top-end SE model. All '91 Pathfinders get rear-wheel antilock brakes. Read
more. Write a review See all 14 reviews. Best vehicle I have ever owned. I am a Chevy salesman
and I am more impressed with my Nissan than anything I have driven. The best SUV in the
world. There has never been a situation in which this truck did not perform at it's peak. I have
not been able to get it stuck yet. And with , miles on it and still running great, I will never buy
anything other than a Nissan Pathfinder. This is a real truck, not a pansy SUV like a lot of
vehicles on the market. That being said, it's not the most comfortable vehicle on the road, and
it's not as fast as my Maxima. But, when I need to get somewhere no matter what the
conditions, this is what I drive. It's unbelievable in snow, mud, and anything else you throw at it.
I can literally drive circles around my friends Fs while they winch themselves out. Incredible
reliability too. Only normal repairs that you would expect of an older vehicle: brakes, exhaust,
alternator. My mother spent a fortune maintaining her Blazer. Too bad she didn't listen to me
and get a Pathfinder. Read less. I got her from a friend who has had her since new. When I got
her she had , and had all records of maintenance. All I have had to do is keep up maintenance to
keep her running good. I have never had a vehicle that has this kind of mileage and be so
strong. I never want to get rid of her, I will do what ever it takes to keep her around. All she
really needs is a new paint job due to the sun. I have gone places with her other bigger trucks
have had problems, and I am a Chevy man. Nice thing is she is fully load with options so
nothing to add. I love the electronically adjusted suspension, other then when I will have to
replace soon due to cost of it. See all 14 reviews of the Used Nissan Pathfinder. Write a review.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4
average Rating out of 21 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Pathfinder. Sign Up. Make
Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. This Nissan Pathfinder is equipped with
luxury car-level features. Just minutes away! We will pay the most for your trade -- And help you
with easy financing and easy terms -- visit us today. We will also buy your car or truck even if
you don't buy from us -- easy no hassle experience. Why should you choose an Auto Ranch
Dealership? We provide a totally hassle-free purchase experience that's completely transparent,
with no games or gimmicks. Our pre-discounted guaranteed Best Prices are posted on every
vehicle and on the Internet, so everyone gets a great deal! Smart shoppers find our prices are
better than any other retailer around. In fact, each month, people come from all around the
Western United States to make their car or truck purchase at the Auto Ranch. That's how we've
grown to be among the largest local dealer groups in the area. We are proud to announce a
brand new location in Fruitland, Idaho. Or see all of our stores at Description: Used Nissan
Pathfinder This fun to drive vehicle is V6 3. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo location
today to test drive and make an offer on your next vehicle. We are family owned and operated
business for over 25 years with multiple locations across Colorado. Let's help you with your
next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location Please call, email or submit a lead and
we will reserve your vehicle of choice and schedule a test drive. Our Store is working diligently
to ensure the safety of our staff and guests per the CDC guidelines for safety. Odometer is miles
below market average! Off-road or on the street, this Nissan Pathfinder S handles with ease.
This 4WD-equipped vehicle will handle majestically on any terrain and in any weather condition
your may find yourself in. The benefits of driving an Four Wheel Drive vehicle, such as this
NissanPathfinder S, include superior acceleration, improved steering, and increased traction
and stability. This is about the time when youre saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the
ones to tell you, it is absolutely true. Vroom is a national online retailer that allows you to shop
thousands of high-quality vehicles online, delivered straight to you contact-free. With Vroom,

browse and shop through an extensive inventory of low-mileage, competitively priced cars, and
trucks available for purchase, with easy online financing and new inventory added every day.
No haggling. No pressure. Buy your next vehicle from Vroom, have it delivered straight to you,
and never visit a dealership again. Have a car to trade-in? Vroom offers hassle-free, no
obligation quotes and they will even pick it up. Learn more at Vroom. Vroom only sells cars and
trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire, flood and frame damage and have accident-free
CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of purchase and sale. Every Vroom vehicle must
also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic inspections before it is sold. If a vehicle does not
meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list the vehicle for sale on the site. Dont Pay More!
Many dealers will surprise you with hidden fees that are additional to the advertised price. This
does not happen at OffLeaseOnly. You can even skip the dealership all together if you wish. We
have Four State-of-the-Art locations throughout Florida and we can't wait to help you save
thousands on your next purchase! Start shopping online now at OffLeaseOnly. Recent Arrival!
Although every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information
contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. All vehicles are subject to prior
sale. Price does not include applicable tax, title, license, processing and dealer fees, and
destination charges. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No back and forth. And
this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. The Nissan CPO Vehicle Program has been designed to offer
pre-owned Nissan vehicles to consumers that meet Nissans high mechanical and safety
standards. Benefits include: Emergency Roadside Assistance, towing assistance, and trip
interruption for the duration of the warranty. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Thank you for your interest in one of Titan's online offerings. Please continue
for more information regarding this Nissan Pathfinder 4X4 S with 15,mi. This Nissan Pathfinder
4X4 S is an incredibly versatile vehicle that is a ""must have"" for any family. This vehicle
comes with 4WD for better traction on unstable surfaces, like snow and dirt to give you the edge
over anything you might encounter on the road. A Nissan with as few miles as this one is a rare
find. This Pathfinder 4X4 S was gently driven and it shows. As part of a culture that values our
team, our mission is people-focused with results that speak for themselves. Our expert
employees hold a deep knowledge of our BMW inventory, and are eager to come to work each
day to share their skills, their passion, and their expertise. Horsepower calculations based on
trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for
trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us
prior to purchase. SV trim, Gun Metallic exterior and Charcoal interior. New Price! All vehicles
are subject to prior sale and availability. Price does not include applicable tax, title, license,
processing, dealer fees, and dealer installed options. All Acura Certified Pre-Owned vehicles
have been through a point inspection. We have the area's largest selection of pre-owned
vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in stock to choose from! Financing for all credit
tiers and extended warranties available. Please contact our sales department for more
information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a
week! Previous corporate fleet vehicle. That kind of respect is what makes us the Nissan dealer
Wesley Chapel drivers prefer. Get the True Market Value online at wesleychapelnissan. Call
Wesley Chapel Nissan at to confirm availability and schedule a no-obligation test drive! Final
vehicle sale price is subject to value added accessories installed by the dealership, warranties,
insurances, accessory addendum's, safety inspection costs, certification costs and other
reconditioning repair costs. Which may include College Grad and Military Incentives. All
advertised offers are for a limited time and available for well-qualified consumers with approved
credit for the Retail Purchase of a vehicle. Leases Not Included. Some offers are separate and
may not be combined with any other offers or specials. Please see dealer for complete details.
Estimated Monthly Payment will depend on final negotiated agreed upon numbers on the exact
vehicle purchased. Financing offers are through our designated lender based on a beacon
credit score and approved credit. All offers are mutually exclusive. See dealer for complete
details. Actual MPG rating will vary with options, driving conditions, habits and vehicle
condition. All advertised offers are for a limited time and available for well-qualified consumers
with approved credit. You must finance with NMAC to receive all discounts and incentives or
you may lose some discounts and rebates. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not
provided. Call or Visit us today for your Jump on our Super Savings! At EchoPark, shop
thousands of "nearly-new" one to four-year old, low mileage vehicles. Most are still under the
original factory warranty. Discover how buying nearly new gets you the same benefits
associated with buying new - and gives you that new car feel without the new car price. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant

vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 4, Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid 4. Cylinders 6 cylinders
4, 4 cylinders 4 8 cylinders 3. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Certified Pre-Owned. Know The Deal. Price Drop.
Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Best vehicle I have
ever owned. I am a Chevy salesman and I am more impressed with my Nissan than anything I
have driven. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View Photos. Year Select
Year Don't know your type? Type Select Type. Don't know your trim? Trim Select Trim. Don't
know your style? Style Select Style. Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with
no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or
cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle
ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical
issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or
body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any
tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the
vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Get
the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation offer from
CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate
My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your license plate?
Estimated values for the Nissan Pathfinder. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book
Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a
given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of your Nissan Pathfinder on
Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage,
condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct
a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of
factors will affect how much a Nissan Pathfinder is worth. For starters, you'll need information
such as the year, mileage, condition level, optio
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ns and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's
details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Nissan Pathfinder, or any vehicle, is
determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for
a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the
values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to
make a broad assessment of the Nissan Pathfinder. We recommend you read Edmunds expert
reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to
test-drive the Nissan Pathfinder and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if
the Nissan Pathfinder is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer
reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator.
Sponsored cars related to the Pathfinder. Sign Up.

